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inside scoop: how to choose the best filters for your skin The inside scoop: how to

choose the best filters for your skin Filters are essential in photography, whether for
beauty or lifestyle. They are used to create classic, highly-articulated portraits, highly-
defined details in a still shot, or to create interesting, vibrant color through a vibrant
color filter. But there’s much more to filters than just taking a photo of your desired

subject. We asked our experts to help us break down some of the ins-and-outs of the
different types of filters, including how to choose the perfect filter for your skin tone,

white balance and lighting. Choosing the perfect filter is all about knowing your subject,
what you want to achieve, and what type of filter works best for your needs. Our

experts went through the pros and cons of each type and shared their tips and tricks,
making the right choice clear and simple. The basics As someone who writes about
editing and beauty for a living, I pretty much know all the tricks of the trade when it

comes to lenses. I use them all the time to create neat moments and my current lens of
choice is a 50mm prime. But when it comes to filters, I don’t think I’ve ever had such a

hard time choosing between them. I’m familiar with the choices but can’t decide
between them. The first thing I always look for in a filter is the lens I want to use it with.

Lenses are usually made by specific brands and some like to claim they are the best.
But when it comes to filters, I like to see it with the lens it’s paired with. Otherwise, I run

the risk of trying to use it on different lenses, and with the wrong lens, you won’t get
the quality that the filter is intended to create. A filter that doesn’t match the lens I’m

using won’t serve me well. One thing I look for in a lens is the size. The bigger the lens,
the more filtering power it can create, but I also find a smaller lens to be more versatile

and easier to transport around for portraits. Secondly, I look for the material
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